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Abstract. In this article we study the mass tracer dispersion in organized flows For this

purpose we performed experiments in the flow arising from the Taylor-Couette hydrodynamic
instability combined with axial flow. The tracer evolution is followed by means of optical mea-

surements of the concentration. In this way transmission curves are obtained. We compare these

curves with the solutions of the Gaussian models of mass diffusion and with phenomenological
models including tracer trapping in the cells. This comparison gives us physical parameters
related to the typical time and distances involved in the diffusive behaviour of tracers in

the

regions with recirculations and trapping.

1. Introduction

We are interested in the study of tracer dispersion in flows with recirculation and trapping
regions. This physical situation occurs in many flows with open and closed streamlines. In

nature, these situations are encountered in permeation through porous media as in hydrology
and oil recovery. At the same time, in these flows the tracer diffusion shows deviations from

the normal Gaussian diffusion and from the fundamental point of view, it is a topic of great
interest in physics of disorder, mixing processes and especially in turbulent diffusion ill. Many

problems related to tracer dispersion-can be analyzed in the frame of the Lagrangian turbulence

or chaotic advection, as it is observed that the kinematic equation of motion, for passively
advected particles give rise to nonintegrable dynamical systems [2]. The immediate consequence

of these phenomena is the increasing efficiency of mixing in a variety of natural and technical

processes at low Reynolds numbers.

Great efforts have been made in the last decade in order to characterize anomalous diffusion

existence conditions. In this subject, and in parallel with progress in chaos and turbulence,
the orginized structures arising from well controlled hydrodynamic instabilities are good test
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of the experimental set-up

systems. In this conceptual frame, we have performed experiments on mass tracer dispersion
in an organized cellular flow, arising from the centrifugal Taylor-Couette (TC) hydrodynamic
instability [3]. In order to model real situations, with the presence of open and close streamlines,

an axial flow is superimposed on the classical annular TC cells. In this way, stationary and

propagating cells are obtained including rich spatio-temporal patterns as it was extensively
observed [4,5]. In this flow geometry, described in Figure I, a passive tracer is injected using two

different initial conditions. The tracer concentration is measured at the exit of the apparatus
and records of the concentration as a function of time are obtained. These records are compared
with the classical Gaussian profiles corresponding to the homogeneous dispersion of tracers in

flows. The deviations with respect to the Gaussian profiles are correlated with the observations

of the cellular structure previously obtained by flow visualization methods [6]. Quantitative
results of the dispersion coefficients are obtained by fitting the experimental curves with models

usually employed for studying tracer dispersion in porous media So, we can compare analogous
behaviors: the trapping of the tracer in recirculating trajectories, as occurs inside the pores of

porous media, and the complex trajectory of tracer particles across the TC cells.

Many interesting physical problems are involved in this experiment:

Molecular diffusion near cellular flow separatrices (low velocity regions) produces jumps
between neighboring cells and, in consequence, dispersion increases. Theoretical predictions

[7,8] and experiments confirm these effects [9-13].
The axial flow enhances the advection of tracer particles across the cells towards the system

outlet. As a result many particles follow a fast current along the separatrices and modify the

normal diffusion mechanism. On the other hand a fraction of the mass is retained inside the

rolls.

This paper is organized in the following way: in Section 2 the injection system is described.

The tracer evolution inside the cells is explained for different types of injection conditions and

the experimental transmission curves of the tracer concentration are presented. In Section 3
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the results are compared with the Gaussian model and with a modified coupled convection

diffusion model including trapping effects. Section 4 is devoted to the discussion of the results

showing that the evaluated parameters give us information about the typicallengths and times

involved in our system.

2. Experimental Results

The experimental set-up is the same used in a previous work [6j: two concentric cylinders are

separated by a gap d
=

I.I cm. The inner one of radius Ri rotates and the space between

them is filled with a liquid of viscosity v and a constant external axial flow of the same

liquid is superimposed. Flow visualization experiments performed by filling the system with a

solution of Kalliroscope in distilled water have already been presented [6]. The observation of

the propagating downstream cellular structure shows that vortices advance with the velocity

c =
I.lv, where v is the mean axial velocity associated to the imposed flow rate Q. We also

observed that the axial flow imposes an amplitude modulation on the velocity field m the entry
region resulting in a typical healing distance I, measured from the inlet edge, that depends on

the Reynolds number (He
=

Q(2Ri + d) /7rv) [14], in which the structure is very weak.

2.I. PULSE INJECTION. As it has already been mentioned, in the first set of experiments,
the system is filled with distilled water and an axial flow of the same fluid is imposed. At t

=
0,

a pulse of 0.02 cm3 of tracer is injected with a needle at the mid-length of the structure and

close to the inner cylinder. The injection time is very, short (~J 5 s) compared with the tracer

mean residence time (To > 300 s). Figure 2a shows the photographic sequence of the tracer

evolution inside the cells, for Re
=

0.5. It can be seen that in the initial stage of the process,
the fluorescein runs across the vortex boundaries towards the ends of the system, showing a

large scale current. On the other hand, as time goes, part of the tracer penetrates by molecular

diffusion into the inner strealnlines of the voi'tex and remains trapped in the cell core. At the

same time, the structure propagates towards the system outlet with the velocity c.

Tracer trajectory details are described in Figure 2a. The fluorescein, injected in the region
A, is pushed by the neighboring vortices boundary streamlines towards the external cylinder.

When the tracer reaches region B it divides in two almost equal parts. One surrounds one cell

towards the region C and the other one surrounds the other cell towards C'. The regions C

and C' include stagnation points (low velocity zones). So, the tracer particles in these regions
have large probability of jumping to external streamlines in the next cells. In fact, we observe

that once the regions C and C' are reached, mass tracer divides in two. one part goes back

to A and the other one is pushed, surrounding the adjacent cells, where another division takes

place. So, the large scale process continues and the tracer quickly arrives at both ends of the

system. This regime takes place until the gradient concentration between the neighboring cells

vanishes At the same time, by molecular diffusion, the tracer in the external streamlines of

each vortex penetrates into the inner streamlines and remains trapped inside the cell.

The axial flow produces a propagative vortex and it is known [9,12,lsj that the existence of

travelling waves enhances the mass transfer.

During all the experiment the tracer concentration in the emerging fluid is measured inside

an optical chamber at the system outlet, and recorded as a function of time. A family of

typical transmission curves is shown in Figure 3a. It can be seen that, as expected, the tracer

mean transit time obtained from the integral of the transmission curl,es decreases as Re

increases. We observe that the concentration growth begins nearly at the same time for all Re,
showing the existence of a short time scale related to the large-scale current mentioned above.
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Fig. 2. Photographic sequence of the tracer invasion: a) for pulse injection and scheme of tracer

trajectory; b) for step injection.
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Fig. 2. (Continued. )

This "arrival time" seems to be weakly influenced by the Reynolds number due to the fact that

the injection point is localized at the mid-length of the TC column.

2.2. STEP INJECTION. In the second set of dispersion experiments a step oftracer is injected

in the system. At t
=

0 the axial flow fluid is changed, using a 3-way valve at the inlet, from

distilled water to a solution of fluorescein in water with concentration 10 times smaller than

that used for the pulse injection. Using the same visualization technique as before, the tracer

behavior is displayed in Figure 2b. A plane front, perpendicular to the cylinders axes, advances

through the gap with the velocity ci " c while, due to the phenomenon described above, part

of the fluorescein runs along the vortex boundaries ahead of the plane front showing, as in

the previous injection condition, a large scale current. The number of rolls reached by the

tracer in this large scale current depends on the strength of the axial flow. This dependence

can be observed in the transmission curves, obtained as explained in the previous section and

shown in Figure 3b. It can be seen that the growth of the tracer concentration begins at

a different time for each He. An estimation of the large scale current velocity induced by

concentration gradients (Fick's law), leads to arrival times 5 times larger in step injection than

in pulse injection. Let us recall that step concentration is 10 times smaller than the pulse
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Fig 3. Family of transmission curves a) for pulse injection. The Reynolds number ranges from

0 71 the curve at the right of the figure until 3 7 for the curve at the left, b) for step injection The

Reynolds number ranges from 0.52 the curve at the right of the figure up to 4 7 for the curve at

the left.

concentration. From the transmission curves it can be seen that arrival times are in agreement
with this estimation.

At the same time, clean water diffuses upstream, across the boundaries of the vortex already
reached by the tracer front. This dynamical process is described by the long tails of the
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Fig. 4. Analogy between dispersion experiments in porous media with stagnant zones and cellular

Taylor-Couette structure with superimposed axial flow.

transmission curves which lead to saturation times much longer than those associated with the

mean axial velocity u.

3. Analysis of the Results

The transmission curves allow a quantitative analysis of the tracer dispersion and, in addition,
they give information about the cellular structure. In previous literature [9-11,16] interest was

focused on the shape of the concentration envelope along the cells and its temporal evolution.

At the same time, our experiments differ from others in the fact that they include, for the first

time, mean axial flow across the cells. It is well known that transmission curves, similar to

those presented here, are typical of experimental data in porous media physics. In that field,
information about porous structure is obtained by injecting a tracer in a saturated porous

medium with an imposed continuous axial flow and measuring the tracer concentration of the

emerging fluid [17]. As in our experiment, the mean flow, trapping in recirculating zones and

fast advecting channels are present So, the analogy between our problem and a porous medium

with stagnation zones is evident. This analogy is schematically shown in Figure 4. The first

step in the analysis of the transmission curves is to compare them with the solution of the

normal Gaussian convection diffusion equation. This model does not take in consideration the

stagnation zones effects. In order to take in account these effects, which can lead to anomalous

behavior, many phenomenological models have been developed in specialized fields such as

chemical engineering, hydrology and oil recovery. In the following, the obtained transmission

curves are analyzed using two different fitting procedure

3.I. GAUSSIAN MODEL. In this model it is assumed that the tracer concentration C at

the system outlet corresponds to a solution of a Gaussian convection-diffusion equation of the

type:
jfi

~
~)

"
~
ij'

l~~

The characteristic parameters in this model are the dispersion coefficient D and the tracer

mean transit time To
=

L/U, where L is the TC column length, associated to U, the local
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Fig. 6. Mean transit time as a function of the Reynolds number, triangles pulse injection, squares

step injection.

With these values, a rough estimation of the volume visited by the tracer, Vo
=

Q To, can be

made. Different results for this volume Vo are expected depending on the injection condition.

For step injection and large times, the tracer is supposed to penetrate the whole system,
that is Vo =

11, for all Reynolds numbers, where Il is the total volume of the TC column.

On the contrary, for pulse injection, we observe by visualization that in the limit Re ~ 0, the

tracer goes upstream to the left end of the system and then downstream to the opposite end.

In this way, when To ~ oo, Vo takes its maximum value: 11/2 + Il. When Re ~ oo, the

tracer pulse is quickly advected by the flow and visits only the volume Il/2 included between

the injection point and the system outlet without backflow motion. It can be seen in Figure 7

that, as expected, the ratio I~ Ill remains around I for step injection (black squares) while its

values for pulse injection (black triangles) tend asymptotically to 0.5 for Re » I and to 1.5 for

Re ~ 0. Scattered unphysical values are obtained with this fitting in the vicinity of Re
r~

0.5.

In Section 2 we recalled that, near the system inlet, the axial flow modulates the cellular

structure determining a healing length I(Re) where rolls are nearly absent [14j. Thus, for pulse
injection, it is expected and confirmed by visualization experiment that the upstream dye
spreading will be strongly reduced in the healing length region. In consequence, the effective

volume fraction occupied by the rolls can be estimated as:

~j~~ =

~~~~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~~
=

l.5 2 (2)
t

L L

These values, shown with dashed line in Figure 7, represent the upper bound of the volume

which could be visited by the tracer. It can be seen that experimental results for pulse injection
confirm this prediction.
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Fig. 7 Fraction of total volume visited by the tracer as a function of Reynolds number (triangles-
pulse injection, squares: step injection). The solid line gives the upper bound (Eq (2 ii of the volume

which could be visited by the tracer for pulse injection

3.2. ANALOGY WITH PoRous MEDIA WITH TRAPPING ZONES. The central idea of this

part of the work is to establish an analogy between our cellular structure and a porous medium

with stagnant zones. In the latter case, experimental dispersion curves can not be fitted

to Gaussian dispersion characteristics: asymmetry is noted in effluent concentration profiles.
Several empirical models [18,19] have been proposed to take into account the effect of stagnant

zones. In general, they include a convection diffusion equation coupled with a dynamical
equation for the temporal evolution of the trapped mass. Experimental results obtained in

porous media physics [20] have been successfully analyzed using the model proposed by Coats

and Smith [19]. This model accounts for the finite size effects in dispersion and also for the

transients induced by trapping. The coupled equations for this model are:

f)
+ Ii f)°j" +

U)
=

Dc-s)j 13al

ii f) ~j~ =
Tj~ (C C*) (3b)

where C and C* are the tracer concentration in the moving and stagnant zones, respectively,
ii f) is the

mean volume fraction occupied by the stagnant zones and Tr
=

ii f)Ti
is the

characteristic exchange time between moving and stagnant zones.

An additional parameter is the dispersion coefficient Dc-s corresponding to the moving re-

gion. With these four parameters, one can compute, in the case of very long samples [20],

an effective "asymptotic" diffusion coefficient Das~ related to the second moment of the ex-

perimental curve, and representing the total diffusion effects: those associated with the mov-

ing volume and those associated with the exchange between the moving and stagnant zones.
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In dimensionless form, Das can be written as:

~i ~L~ ~
~~

~~~
~~~

Das can be understood as the dispersion coefficient corresponding to the Gaussian curve with

the same To and variance as in the experimental curve. In our experimental conditions: TC

cells plus superimposed axial flow, close and open stream lines are present. So, an analogy can

be established between porous media stagnant mean volume fraction ii f) and the mean

volume value occupied by closed stream lines (TC vortex). In the same way, the moving volume

fraction f, can be associated to the open streamlines present m our experiment. Under this

assumption, our experimental transmission curves were adjusted with Coats and Smith model

and the results are shown with solid lines in Figures 5a and 5b, for two different values of

Reynolds number and both types of tracer injection. It can be seen that the agreement with

the Coats and Smith model is much better than that obtained with respect to Gaussian model,
specially in the long experimental tails.

In Figure 8 the values of the trapping volume fraction ii f)
are plotted as a function of

the Reynolds number. Black triangles correspond to pulse injection and black squares to step
injection. In both cases~ for Re > I, the convected fraction of the volume f becomes almost

constant and equal to 75%.

The typical trapping time, Tr
=

ii f)Ti, decays as Tr
r~

I/Re, for Re > I (Fig. 9),
showing the advective regime for the tracer. Finally, in Figure lo we have plotted the effective

dispersion coefficient Das /UL as a function of the Reynolds number. ~Ve observe that, in both

types of injection, approximately constant values are obtained for Re > I, I.e. Das increases
linearly with the mean axial flow velocity. This is a characteristic behavior of what is known

as geometric dispersion in porous media [17] and, in that case, the ratio between the dispersion
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coefficient and the local average velocity U must be equal to the characteristic length of the

porous structure: the pore's size in homogeneous media, the typical size of inhomogeneities
in heterogeneous cases. From the results shown in Figure lo, the characteristic length of the

flow pattern can,be evaluated. In the pulse type injection the value obtained for (
=

Das /U is

(
=

1.50 + 0.25 cm and in the step injection (
=

1.20 + 0.25 cm which coincide with the size

of the TC cells (half wavelength 1/2
r~

d
=

I.I cm).

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the first experimental work on the passive tracer displacements
pushed by an axial flow across a cellular structure (TC rolls) at constant Taylor number.

As we do not know the exact mechanisms of trapping and convective flight of the tracer in

or across the rolls, our methodology was to adapt the analysis used in equivalent situations

observed in tracer dispersion in porous media. In this case, the classical convection-diffusion

equation was readapted in order to include coupling with the trapping of tracers. From the

many models developed in the literature we choose the Coats and Smith equations [19]. They

are frequently used to describe the dispersion behavior in porous media, especially in chemical

engineering [21], oil recovery and in the physics of heterogeneous media [17]. The equations
of this phenomenological model have four parameters: the non-trapped mass fraction f, the

tracer mean transit time To, the time scale for trapping Tr and the modified diffusion coefficient

Dc-s that characterize the dispersion.
We have associated each of the above defined parameters with a physical mechanism in our

specific experiment.
The transmission curves of tracers injected upstream were experimentally obtained down-

stream, at the exit of the system. These curves are compared with the solutions of the Coats

and Smith model in order to obtain the four free parameters by adapted fitting techniques.
For flows with Reynolds number larger than I, the typical trapping time Tr decreases and

confirming as this the strength of the advective tracer path.
The combination of the parameters gives us the effective dispersion coefficient Das that has

real physical meaning. We conclude that Das increases linearly with the Reynolds number,
showing strong capacity of effective mixing of the axial flow when Re > I.

The regime corresponding to weak axial flow (Re < I) is more difficult to analyze with this

model, as the advective contribution is not strong enough to break the diffusive regime when

the structures are quiet cells. Theoretical effort is necessary in order to completely understand

this quasi-stationary regime at low Reynolds number.

Finally, we were able to determine that around 75% of the mass
(the value of f) is pushed

through the sinuous separatrices, while the remaining 25% is transitorily trapped in the rolls

contributing to the long tails of the transmission curves showing a non-Gaussian behavior. Of

course, other approaches to the problem are possible. An interesting one, is to study tracer

dispersion in terms of hyper and hipodiffusive behaviors. Hyperdiffusion is known [22] as the

dispersive regime in which the average distance travelled by the tracer increases with time as

tP, with p > 1/2. This implies that the process is faster than a diffusive one (p
=

1/2). On

the other hand, slower than Gaussian, or hipodiffusive behavior, occurs when p < 1/2.
Work is in progress [23] to quantitatively evaluate the departure with respect to the normal

diffusion, by applying a general fractional diffusion law [24, 25]. The aim of this method is to

distinguish hypodiffusive regime, related to trapping inside the cells, and hyperdiffusive regime
produced by vigorous jumps across the cells. Under this scope, the tracer behavior in our

system, resembles the Levy flight [22] which corresponds to a very anomalous distribution of

length steps.
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